
Submarket Weekday
Occ %

Weekend
Occ %

Point
Difference

Myrtle Beach/South,
SC 23.7 74.9 51.2

Daytona Beach, FL 35.0 73.1 38.0

Fort Walton Beach, FL 43.3 80.6 37.3

Myrtle Beach/North, SC 32.0 67.3 35.3

Gatlinburg/Pigeon
Forge, TN 19.7 52.3 32.6

44%

BOTTOM LINE

EFFECTS OF COVID-19 ON
BOOKING CHANNELS

Per Jan Freitag, SVP of Lodging Insights at STR, "destination markets that have benefited 
from the leisure drive-to demand continues to outperform others over the weekend is a very 
strong indicator that leisure demand is very healthy across the United States".

Will travel & planning on 

overnight Vacation

'SAFE STAY' PROTOCOLS INCREASE 
CONFIDENCE IN HOTEL STAYS

BRAND INITIATIVES FOR
SAFE STAY

COVID-19 'SAFETY' INITIATIVES & 
EFFECT TO THE BOTTOM LINE

HOW ARE BRAND 'SAFETY' INITIATIVES
TRANSLATING TO THE CONSUMER?

OTA VS BRAND FOR 2020
TIDES ARE CHANGING 

COVID-19 - HAS IT CHANGED CONSUMER 
ACCEPTANCE OF SOCIAL MEDIA?

HOW TO COMMUNICATE 'SAFETY' 
TO YOUR GUESTS IN 2021

U.S. 2021 FORECAST BY STR
YOY % CHANGE - JUNE UPDATE

Three channels captured the most demand: Property Direct, Brand.com, and OTA. Property 
Direct garnered the highest COPE* ADR in June (*Contribution to Operating Profit & Expense 
%) and is closest to its pre-COVID-19 level. OTA has improved the most since April 2020. 
GDS and Group demand remain severely depressed.

EFFECTS OF COVID-19 
OCC VS ADR 

73%

SOURCE: AHLA Survey August, 2020

CHOICE - Commitment to Clean
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Full-Service Limited-Service

Shortly after 9/11, hotels were in survival mode and began utilizing newly-emerged online 
wholesalers. Consumers took advantage of discounted rates, and hotels increased their 
occupancy and bottom line with incremental revenue.  

In the COVID-19 environment, safety has become the number one factor in a traveler’s 
lodging choice vs. a discounted rate. Booking trends through OTAs are changing as more 
consumers are visiting a hotel’s website first for the most up-to-date COVID-19 readiness and 
compliance. These consumers are booking direct, taking advantage of contactless check-
in/check-out, mobile check-in, and all loyalty program benefits.

With this new trend, OTAs are trying to shift share from hotel direct bookings by featuring a 
type of ‘safety’ measurement on their website.  They are now relying on a third-party source 
such as the ‘International WELL Building Institute’s COVID Health-Safety Rating’ – a mark 
signaling that evidence-based protocols grounded in science have been adopted and verified 
with third-party document review.  OTAs may consider this certification for hotel rankings and 
positioning on their sites, in addition to guest satisfaction ratings. Hotels must file an 
application for their safety assessment and certification to obtain their designation by WELL. 

Future travelers are researching cleanliness and safety practices before booking their hotel 
stay. Communicate your safety message and your heart of hospitality across all channels.

March 2020, 3,627 hotels closed for minimum 90 days
June 2020, some hotels opened up again; 2,075 remained closed

April:
RevPAR (-79.9%) to $17.93

OCC & ADR YOY % CHANGE 
COMPARISON

LEISURE VS CORPORATE MARKET 
PERFORMANCE INDICATORS BY 
STR

feel comfortable staying in 

a Hotel vs. 49% in an AirBNB 

and 35% on a Cruise

Cleanliness Is the Top Priority: Out of a list of nine options, frequent travelers most often 
chose cleanliness as the most important factor when determining their next hotel stay, and 
81% of travelers are more comfortable staying at hotels now with enhanced protocols and 
standards implemented.

Guests Prefer Housekeeping by Request Only: Nearly nine out of ten (88%) frequent 
travelers say that limiting in-room housekeeping to “by request only” would increase their 
comfort level. Nearly three-in-five (58%) guests do not want daily housekeeping; and 58% 
would not be comfortable with housekeeping staff entering their room without advance 
permission.

The Use of Face Coverings is a Priority: The majority of guests (62%) are a lot more 
comfortable if hotels require face coverings and 66% of guests are a lot more comfortable 
if hotels require employees to wear face coverings and gloves.

Partnered with Ecolab for complete approach to infection prevention
Furniture re-arrangement in public areas to encourage appropriate social distancing
Housekeeping "on-demand" option delivering needed items vs. housekeeper in room 
Replace breakfast buffet with pre-packaged breakfast items
"Commitment to Clean Captain" at every hotel who has completed and incorporated 'best-
in-class cleanliness training' protocols into their hotel's operations

The 'cost per occupied room' increased by 20.5% YOY for FS hotels while SS hotels are down in 
cost by $8.00 per room. This is mainly due to the flexibility of offering guests 'housekeeping on 
demand' or 'lesser frequency housekeeping' similar to the 'extended stay brand' options at the SS 
hotels.

There seems to be disparity between ‘health’ and ‘flexibility’ in each of the brand programs. 
For example, Best Western earned a ‘B+’ in health, however, due to a ‘D’ score in flexibility of 
booking policies, their overall score is C+.

Monitor your online reviews and surveys 24/7 – it's the first step to responding and ensures 
guest feedback is never missed
Respond to 100% of your reviews, proving to travelers that you hear them and you are 
actively engaged in their feedback
Ensure you respond on all sites - TripAdvisor, Google, Facebook, and all OTAs, plus 
leverage Expedia In-House Alerts for service recovery
Remember - brand loyal guests will trust reviews and responses on your brand's website, 
so even if your brand has relaxed requirements, responding is important

KEY PERFORMANCE INDICATORS (% CHANGE VS. PRIOR YEAR)
2019A - 2020F - 2021F

COVID-19 has affected every sector across the globe. The hotel industry is among 

the hardest hit. Hotels are adjusting to a “new normal“ of enhanced hygiene and 

social distancing in their daily operations, affecting the cost per occupied room. 

Safety is the primary factor in choosing a hotel vs. rate. Leverage all your 

communication channels to instill trust, stimulate confidence, and grow your 

market share. ADR will continue to be the key contributor to RevPAR in 2021. 

Leisure travel is coming back stronger than corporate transient; groups and events 

are postponed for the remainder of 2020 with a slow return in 2021. Revenue 

targets for 2021 should be readjusted by market segments, and hotels should 

consider utilizing targeted promotions and offers instead of across-the-board 

discounting. 

The 2021 forecast is lower than 2019 actual, indicating there may be a 2-year 

recovery for our industry. For most hotels, the overarching objective for 2021 

budgeting is survival and requires smart, proactive planning by owners and 

operators.

May:
RevPAR (-71.0%) to $26.35

.

SOURCE: STR.com Actual Data

72%

HILTON - CleanStay

SOURCE: Reader's Digest survey 
results MSN.com

SOURCE: International WELL Building 
Institute

Using social media to stay up-to-date with news and current events is the top reason for 
logging in globally, at 36%.

Here are top 3 reasons for using Social Media - % of global internet users in each 
generation who say the following are main reasons for using Social media.

Post COVID-19 updates, including opening dates and precautions taken at your hotel
Reassure guests about your safety and cleanliness practices, instilling trust, and stimulating 
confidence
Set the scenario for hotel check-in/check-out and what engaging with your staff looks like
Communicate any changes with your F&B, swimming pool, and all your amenities
Use confidence-building images of both travelers and team members experiencing your hotel
Leverage user-generated content, both photos + videos, to show credibility of how guests are 
enjoying your hotel in the ‘new reality’
Keep your hotel fans updated on popular, local attractions encouraging travel to your area 
soon
Interact with followers, and respond to DMs answering questions from future guests 
Post a link to your hotel’s website FAQ to help educate

Metric 2019 Actual 2020 Forecast 2021 Forecast

Supply +2.0% -4.4% +5.5%

Supply
(Total Room Inventory)* +2.0% +1.4% +1.3%

Demand +1.9% -36.2% +35.4%

Occupancy* -0.1% -37.1% +33.7%

ADR +0.9% -21.4% +5.2%

RevPAR* +0.8% -50.6% +40.6%

CONTACT US

Phone: 800-528-3135

Email: info@iresponze.com

Website : www.iResponze.com

FOR SUCCESS

June:
RevPAR (-67.8%) to $32.29

A clear picture emerges when looking at Occ vs. ADR YOY decline which will most likely last 
through 2020 and into 2021.

planning overnight vacation 

via Car over the next 5 

months

81% of Travelers more comfortable staying at Hotels with 
'Safe Stay' Cleaning and 'Safety' protocols implemented

Partnered with RB - makers of Lysol, Dettol for complete approach to infection prevention
Furniture re-arrangement to achieve proper social distancing throughout the property
Reservations requirement for restaurant dining and bar access limited to hotel guests, 
biodegradable, disposable dish-ware and flatware upon request. Grab & Go options
Contactless Check-In; digital check-in available for bookings through Hilton.com or Hilton 
Honors app for choosing your room, checking in & checking out using your phone
Guests can tailor their housekeeping services by calling front desk; additional linens, 
toiletries, etc. are delivered to guest room door in protective packaging

SOURCE: STR.com Monthly P&L 
Program - June 2020, June 2019

From ‘new cancellation policies’ to ‘improved cleaning and social distancing procedures’ 
implemented in past months, which hotel brand has adapted best per the consumer? Below 
are results from a July 24, 2020 Reader’s Digest survey.

SAFETY APPROVAL RATING - For Hotels on OTA Channels

In recent years, the story of social media has been about cutting down. Spending less time 
on platforms, being more mindful about social media behaviors, and putting less personal 
information in the public domain.

However under lockdown, things have changed quite dramatically. In the beginning of April 
just under half of consumers said they were spending longer on social media.

Levels are beginning to stabilize from the initial spike, but 43% still admit logging in for 
longer because of the outbreak, and half of them say they’ll carry on spending longer on 
social media.

As a result, old assumptions about social media have to be re-examined. Its role in users’ 
lives has evolved and diversified during the pandemic, and here’s how:

Your brand/hotel loyal guests will visit your website first. Keep your website updated and 
relevant. Consider a banner + landing page with current information, including FAQs. 
What measures are in place for cleaning public space, guest rooms, restrooms, etc.? 
Will masks and hand sanitizing stations be available throughout the property?
How are you assuring hotel associates are healthy?
Will food & beverage options be modified and how?
Is your onsite pool and other amenities open?

*Reflects total-room-inventory methodology, which assumes no temporary hotel closures.

CREATED BY

Rose Mentrie / iResponze

August 2020

2021 Budget Planning

Occupancy was the biggest contributor of the negative RevPAR
April showed the largest drop in Occupancy, yet ADR held out 
Government and Group segments are not re-bounding as fast as 
Rack/BAR, Promo & Loyalty Members month-over-month

REQUIRING FACE MASKS
FOR HOTEL EMPLOYEES

87%

SUSPENDING DAILY
HOUSEKEEPING

86%

REQUIRING FACE MASKS
FOR HOTEL GUESTS

85%

USING TECHNOLOGY TO
REDUCE DIRECT CONTACT

85%

TRANSPARENT BARRIERS
FRONT DESK, VALET, ETC.

82%

SIGNAGE FOR WASHING
HANDS/DISTANCING/PPE

80%

FLOOR MARKINGS FOR
SOCIAL DISTANCING

77%

TEMPORARILY CLOSING
AMENITIES (POOL/GYM)

77%

HYATT - Global Care & Cleanliness Commitment

Two major categories were utilized to determine the final grade:
Flexible change and cancellation policies, including current and past policies for both 
existing and new bookings.
Health and social distancing policies, over six criteria including mask enforcement, social 
distancing in common areas, and low-contact check-in procedures.

EXPEDIA EXPANDS WHOLESALE MANAGEMENT 
PROGRAM - Can be a win-win for ALL Hotels

Social media as 'therapeutic' use

“The good news is that demand and occupancy continue to rise slowly each week, and while slow,
recovery should continue provided the country avoids significant setbacks in its progress against the
coronavirus.”

EFFECTS OF COVID-19 ON
MARKET SEGMENTS

SOURCE: Kalibri Labs

LEISURE TRAVELER TRENDS 
SAFETY HAS BECOME THE KEY FACTOR

Among the key findings of the travelers staying in hotels five of more nights per year:

Cleanliness protocols corroborated with WHO, CDC & AHLA for complete approach to 
infection prevention - use of hospital-grade sanitizers and electrostatic sprayers
Elevator spacing and revised maximum capacity guidelines in all public areas
Knock-and-go contactless room service, grab-and-go options from the restaurants
Mobile check-in and check-out options including mobile entry to your room
Trained Hygiene & Wellbeing Leader or team at all locations, and a cross-functional panel 
of trusted medical and industry advisors

$18.48 
variance

Overall Health Flexibility

Hyatt A A A-

Radisson A- B- A+

Hilton A- B- A+

Marriott A- B+ A

IHG B+ B+ A

Best
Western C+ B+ D

Wyndham C- D B-

Choice C- C D

September 2019, Marriott International and Expedia Group executed an exclusive agreement 
giving Expedia Group distribution rights for Marriott hotels’ wholesale and promotional room 
rates, availability and content to third-party travel providers such as bedbanks and a network 
of more than 100,000 travel agents globally.

This year, Expedia is expanding the wholesale rate management program to all medium and 
large size lodging partners.  To date, multiple lodging partners are now participating including 
Highgate and Club Quarters.  

Social Media for News

Jan Freitag
Sr. VP of Lodging Insights
STR

OCCUPANCY YOY % CHANGE 

SOURCE: AHLA Survey June 2020

IHG - Clean Promise 

$37.49
variance

BOOKING.COM CUTS BACK - Can be a loss for Hotels that 
depended on International Leisure Market

Students to Fill Vacant Rooms - hotels near college campuses considering students to 
fill vacant rooms; families see hotels as safer alternative to dormitories and off-campus 
housing
Extending Pool Season - weather permitting, hotels are opting to extend their pool 
season, keeping their outdoor space open through October
Spa Rental - options are getting more popular at resorts, including the option to rent out 
the entire spa by appointment
Three Room Service Meals Per Day – all-inclusive package by full service hotels 
offering in-room dining or dine-in the hotel’s restaurant(s)
Private Summer Camp for Kids – package to attract families with kids; in-room tent + 
private art lesson onsite with local artist
Foodie Package – extended-stay hotel stocking the fridge with restaurant quality, ready-
made meals; ingredient baskets with recipes created by local chef for guests to safely 
prepare meals in their suite

Metric 2019 Actual 2020 Forecast 2021 Forecast

Occupancy* 66.1% 41.6% 55.6%

ADR $131.11 $103.04 $108.41

RevPAR $86.63 $42.83 $60.24

Phocuswright fielded an online survey June 10-19, 2020 to 1,032 meetings & event travelers 
across the U.S. where primary purpose was for a face-to-face meeting or event of at least 10 
professionals gathered to conduct business. The trip must have included at least a one-night 
stay in paid accommodations.

“Travel is by no means back yet, but we are encouraged to see people begin to travel as their
communities reopen, and we all learn to navigate this new normal. If you are thinking about
traveling in 2020, my message to you is that hotels are clean and safe places, and we are ready to
welcome you when you’re ready to travel. Through our Safe Stay initiative, we’ve enhanced our
already rigorous cleaning protocols to be more transparent and give you even more peace of mind.”

Partnered with Cleveland Clinic to develop guidance and resources for hotel teams on 
cleanliness, hygiene and safety practices, and training'Last cleaned' charts posted in 
public areas
Reduction of in-room furnishings/high touch items

Full-Service Rooms Expense Up 20.5% with Added Cleaning Costs

Booking.com, popular both internationally and domestically, is laying off 4.5K associates due 
to 51% YOY decline in travel bookings, even before COVID-19.

This reduction equates to 25% of their workforce, globally, and includes websites like Agoda, 
Kayak, Priceline, OpenTable and Momondo.

KEY PERFORMANCE INDICATORS - NATIONAL AVERAGE
2019A - 2020F - 2021F

ADR YOY % CHANGE 

Chip Rogers
President and CEO
American Hotel & Lodging Association

MARRIOTT INTERNATIONAL - Commitment to Clean

20.5%

Maintain and Win New Business

*Reflects total-room-inventory methodology, which assumes no temporary hotel closures.

BOOKING CHANNEL YOY % CHANGE

PHOCUSWRIGHT ONLINE SURVEY 
FOR MEETINGS & IT'S RESULTS

44% of those surveyed will travel and plan an overnight 
vacation for 2020. Results to specific questions are below:

Partnered with Ecolab for complete approach to infection prevention
Furniture re-arrangement in public areas to encourage appropriate social distancing
Electrostatic sprayers with hospital-grade disinfectant to sanitize surfaces through the 
hotel
Ultraviolet light technology use for sanitizing keys for guests and devised shared by 
associates
Each guest room equipped with disinfecting wipes for guests' personal use
Contactless 'room service'
Masks and gloves provided to all hotel associates' use

Social Media for Fun

Strengthen relationships with current Corporate Transient Accounts
Communicate your updated health and safety policies
Discuss 2021 contracts, i.e. extending 2020 programs or renegotiating rates
Build relationships with key travel buyers
Consider domestic industries with essential travel demand
Reach out to repeat guests

Luxury Upper
Upscale Upscale Upper

Midscale Midscale Econ. Indep.

# of
Hotels 101 258 282 213 118 267 485

% of
Rooms 27.8% 17.7% 6.8% 2.7% 2.7% 2.9% 4.9%

Both Occupancy and ADR in most 'Sources of Business' are re-bounding from March through end 
of July. Group business shows flat month over month growth in occupancy while the Corporate 
transient is showing flat RevPAR growth month over month.

More than four in 10 travelers (43%) will consider whether 
Government or Health department restrictions are lifted
Nearly the same share (42%) will examine if infection levels has 
dropped

.

What kind of travel they are planning: 81% expect to take a day trip and 72% expect 
to take an overnight vacation via car within the next five months

How far they're traveling: Among those planning a vacation via car, 75% plan to travel 
two or more hours, indicating an overnight stay

Where they’re staying: On their next overnight trip, 43% say they will stay with family or 
friends, 39% in a hotel, 9% in a short-term rental, and 5% in a camper/RV

How long they’re staying: 78% are planning trips of four nights or less

Why they’re traveling: 55% plan to travel for a family event; 50% plan to travel for 
Christmas, 43% for Thanksgiving, 33% for 4th of July, and 30% for Labor Day

Video creation has been accelerated by the outbreak, and it's a behavior we expect to 
consolidate in the post-COVID reality.

The main facilitator here has been the viral video-sharing app TikTok, which sees a huge 
spike in visitors in Q2 2020 wave research below.

Use Creativity to Attract Staycationers / Leisure Markets

SOURCE: STR & Tourism Economics 
Data

SOURCE: Phocuswright June 2020 
survey

WYNDHAM - Count on Us

57% of consumers say social media has helped them feel less lonely during the outbreak. 
Just under half believe it’s also contributed positively when it comes to stress and anxiety.

There is a reversal in consumer sentiment. Those most concerned about the time they 
spend on social media have actually derived the most benefit from visiting social channels at 
this time. Individuals say 'social media has helped them feel less lonely or anxious 
during the pandemic'.

In addition, the pandemic caused consumers to identify social media as a more comforting 
light and the positive effect it can have on their mental wellbeing, and it is no longer at 
odds with each other.

In-House Groups/Functions in new distancing guidelines may = less room nights per group
International Tour & Travel = replacing with domestic groups/transient travelers
AAA, AARP, Wholesaler or Tour Operators = more rooms from leisure travelers

CLOSED HOTELS BY STR CLASS AS OF AUGUST = 1,724

SOURCE: Brand websites

Mix of Business / Revenue Management

Partnered with Ecolab for complete approach to infection prevention
Enhanced social distancing measures in public spaces
Disinfecting wipes with your key card at check-in
Complimentary travel-size hand sanitizer for each room
More frequent cleaning and disinfecting of high-touch areas
Meeting spaces accommodate social distancing and virtual attendees

The consumer decision factor is no longer based on pricing – it’s about safety. Spend time 
readjusting your revenue targets by market segment. Utilize targeted promotions and offers 
instead of across-the-board discounting.

SOURCE: GlobalWebIndex.com

Knowledge is Power

Have your Hotel team involved, educated and informed on all current ‘safety’ policies and 
procedures to effectively communicate with guests in person and on the phone

On-Line Reviews - Respond to all reviews in a timely fashion while influencing future guests’ 
decisions.

Social Media - Share your hotel’s story on Facebook and Instagram, communicating the safe and 
protective experience guests can expect.

Direct Messaging - Respond to your direct messages (DMS) with exceptional care.

Hotel Website - Your hotel website should be a source of truth with clear, compassionate and 
comforting information regarding your safety protocols. property updates, new health and safety 
policies, and local travel restrictions.

Questions are being asked via messaging on Facebook, Twitter, Instagram, and other 
channels. 
Answering their questions quickly and consistently, both during the decision process or 
prior to arrival will boost trust.
Demonstrate your heart of hospitality by showing care and compassion in your responses.
Responding to all your DMs will answer guest questions, resolve issues, and build 
relationships.

Hotel Direct - Last but not least, Hotel Direct sales is a key to your success. Client needs are 
changing and sales strategies are evolving, including segments and mix of business. Here are things 
to keep in mind when navigating your Hotel Direct efforts in keeping your market share:

https://www.linkedin.com/company/iresponze/
https://www.facebook.com/iresponze
https://www.ahla.com/press-release/survey-frequent-travelers-cite-priorities-hotel-stays
https://twitter.com/iresponze
https://www.pinterest.com/iresponze/
https://str.com/
https://www.msn.com/en-us/travel/article/which-hotels-have-handled-covid-19-the-best/ar-BB17wsgg
https://www.wellcertified.com/
http://iresponze.com/
https://star.com/
https://iresponze.com/
https://www.kalibrilabs.com/industry-health/#industry-trends
https://www.ahla.com/press-release/survey-travel-resuming-only-44-americans-planning-trips-2020
https://www.ahla.com/sites/default/files/SafeStayGuidelines061220.pdf
https://str.com/press-release/us-hotel-demand-not-expected-fully-recover-until-2023
https://www.phocuswright.com/Travel-Research/Research-Updates/2020/the-two-indicators-for-business-travel-to-resume?utm_source=pcwi&utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=fyi
https://blog.globalwebindex.com/chart-of-the-week/social-media-amid-the-outbreak/?utm_campaign=Chart%20of%20the%20Week&utm_medium=email&_hsmi=92638278&_hsenc=p2ANqtz-_ULzuOkVX9S-S5HFQOr3_gqQJPDs9ScsHIDzfC65aX5OQQZqQbNSiLNzFU2UTfAg31U1x4nbngZLRQHOPuRQqLw7PNyQ&utm_content=92600972&utm_source=hs_email

